The existing inefficient Mather Campus Center will soon be renovated to meet the increasing demands of the students. photo by David Slsklnd

The first formal faculty meeting of this year was held last Tuesday in McCook Auditorium at 4:00 p.m.

After a few introductory remarks from President English, Professor Sloan announced that a Faculty Scholarship Prize, based on scholarly academic performance and financial need, will be awarded to Glen Winslow. The prize will pay for the cost of one course credit at Trinity.

Following the introduction of Dr. Rowan H. Rifkin, Visiting Associate Professor of English, the new Director of Admissions, Professor Stahl criticized the fact that the hiring of women is proceeding at a slow pace, while the hiring of minority groups is actually declining. The discussion was curtailed due to the lack of statistical evidence, but it will continue at the next faculty meeting.

Also, reports from Judy Dwores of the Faculty Research Committee and from Professor Stahl of the Administration Committee, the highlight of the faculty meeting came up to date report from Dean Winer on the Crow incident which occurred last spring.

He stated that attempts to urge members of the guilty party, come forward weren't successful, but that at least three of the alleged four offenders were not heard anymore. He also noted that the whole fraternity wasn't involved. In the end, Winer spoke of many meetings he has had with alumni from Crow in which they discussed alleviating the punitive restrictions on the fraternity.

Harvey S. Picker, an Associate Professor of Physics, commented on Winer's report. "It bothers me to see that over a period of a summer, the intense actions affiliated with the fraternity may have been cleansed," he stated, "by the more fact that certain persons supposed involved are not here anymore."

Winer responded by further clarifying himself. "The Agreement never just doesn't have a party at a more whim, but goes through the proper channels now. Also, according to Winer, the IFC is beginning to organize not only "partying" activities, but intellectual activities as well.

The meeting adjourned abruptly at 4:30 p.m. The next faculty meeting will be held on November 17th.
Announcements

Internship Night
Past, present, and future interns are invited to meet in Alumni Lounge on Tuesday, Oct. 27th at 7:30 p.m. to exchange information concerning internships. Interns representing various fields of interest will speak briefly about their internship experiences. Faculty are cordially invited also. All students involved in internships this term are especially urged to attend and to be available to answer questions.

Newman Club
The Newman Club will hold its next Bible study on Tuesday, October 27, in Goodwin Lounge at 7:30 p.m. The topic of discussion will be the Book of Mark Chapter 3.

Trinity Friends of Art
Geoffrey de Bellaigue, Surveyor of the Queen’s Works of Art in England, will speak at Trinity College on Monday, October 26 at 5:00 p.m. in the Austin Arts Center. His topic will be “The Royal Collections: Charles I. George III, and George IV.” The event, which is open to the public, is sponsored by the Trinity Friends of Art.

Mr. de Bellaigue, who was educated in England, is the leading royal curator of the art collection at Windsor Castle, Kensington Palace, and Buckingham Palace. He is also advisor to the queen on her works of art.

During his visit to this country, Mr. de Bellaigue will lecture at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the Getty Museum in Los Angeles, the Gardner Museum in Boston. His talk at Trinity will be illustrated with slides.

Classifieds

HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

The Tripod charges $1.00 per word with a ten word minimum. Make payable to the “Tripod.” Please send money and ad thru campus mail to Box 1310. Money may pay by check or money order. Make payable to the “Tripod.”

T.G.A.

SGP

Former Trustee To Speak

Former Associate Secretary of the Interior Nathaniel Reed, a 1955 Trinity graduate and former trustee, will speak on “A Review of Current Environmental Policy” on Wednesday, Oct. 28 at 8:00 p.m. in the Library Lounge.

Outing Club

The Trinity Ousting Club is an organization which offers students, faculty and staff the opportunity to appreciate the beautiful outdoors through an array of outing activities ranging from a-country skiing and backpacking to parachuting and sleigh rides. Anyone interested in becoming a club member or participating in an activity should contact Box 800 for further information.

For Delicious Pizza and Hot Oven Grinders

Call when you leave — it will be ready upon your arrival. Come in and Eat in our NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room

Phone 247-0234

287 New Britain Ave.
Hartford

Across from South Campus
Richard Staron, prop.
by Cathy Manea

There was standing room only in the Life Sciences Auditorium last Tuesday evening as students and other observers flocked to hear Dr. Samuel Kassow speak on the Soviet Union in the 1980's. The speech was the first of a series of faculty lectures sponsored by the World Affairs Association.

Kassow began his talk with some amusing jokes about Breshnev, Lenin, and Stalin, which gave the audience an impression of the Russian psyche as one of good nature and awareness of the country's shortcomings. Kassow also mentioned a malaise in the Soviet Union born of a feeling of powerlessness and insecurity. He then outlined a basic theme in Russia's history—that of a kind of alienation between the majority of the people and the leadership, a kind of rational, cautious leadership peculiar to the Brezhnev years, and the powerful dynamic rule of a Stalin. According to Kassow, when the leadership is turned over, a new leader will emerge who will capitalize on the Soviet malaise in order to pursue a new purpose and direction. This could be a dangerous time for the United States. The Soviet Union, he said, is too rash and impulsive, he said.

Kassow stressed the fact that the Soviet Union has problems equal in magnitude to those of the United States. The Soviet Union, however, has not been successful in its foreign relations lately, as illustrated by the obvious example of China's cozy relationship with the United States. In addition to this, he said, the Russian Bear, Kassow explained, must also worry about its unreliable allies in Eastern Europe, cracks in its political and economic system, and the eventual decline of the U.S.S.R. This final problem was, according to Kassow, a prime reason for the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

Throughout his talk Kassow maintained that the U.S.S.R. is "a country at the crossroad of uncertainty; just where it is going. He said that there are various fundamental problems in the Marxist system which are now making themselves known. A result of these problems, he commented, is a slow economy and an inability to properly allocate goods, especially agricultural products. According to Kassow, this in turn leads to tension among the Russian people, like their American counterparts, having high expectations. He noted that the Soviet Union also must deal with conflicts among its diverse regions, each of which resents contributing its own resources to the country as a whole. This break with traditional communist values represents an ideological crisis which Kassow said was also present.

There are various ways in which the Soviet leaders can alleviate the malaise. First of all, they could cut defense spending in order to provide funds for internal problems. This would not please the military elite, and would diminish Soviet prestige in the eyes of the West. But, Kassow said, just as we want to transform their economy by utilizing an incentive program and thus we have "Kassows," he added. The Communist Party would not be overjoyed at this prospect, most being more than happy with the status quo.

Thirdly, he said, the Russians could seek technological help from the West, which they desperately need, and which was a basic reason for their quest for detente. Finally, as a chilling last resort, Kassow explained that they could revert to a hard line Stalinist regime, with secret police, repression of ideas, and everything was established in the Stalin Era. However, as Kassow put it, there is a "much greater price for terror in the 1980's."

Although no one knows where the Soviet Union is heading, Kassow ventured to make a few sage predictions. After Brezhnev passes there will be a period of collective rule, he noted, followed by the emergence of a dynamic leader in the neo-Stalinist mold. The scientific intelligencia may try to prevent this occurrence, Kassow said, realizing how vital the West is to their survival. He stressed, however, that most of the possible Soviet options depend on U.S. foreign policy, which is now woolfully ambiguous.

There seems to be a lack of agreement on every country's respective role in world affairs, Dr. Samuel Kassow delivers first World Affairs Association lecture.

by Elizabeth Davis

Students helping students. That is what the Minority Student Advisor Program is all about. When two minority upperclassmen concerned with problems of some minority freshmen came to see Paula Chu-Richardson, Assistant Deah for Students, she decided to reinstate a student advisory program.

Under this system, the college will appoint a support system for incoming minority students. Upperclassmen involved in becoming student advisors will receive training from Ms. Chu-Richardson and the Counseling Center and from the Career Counseling Center.

The freshmen, with whom the Assistant Dean has spoken, have all expressed interest in the program. They are soon to be joined by the upperclassmen who are already involved in setting up the program, locate other advisors the program will begin. It may start as early as November, but Ms. Chu-Richardson feels it will probably be spring semester before it will be fully organized.

Since the number of people involved is so scarce, there are only fourteen minority freshmen here at Trinity (they hope to bring up their number to thirty) before they hope to begin by having a dinner or informal gathering for everyone to get acquainted. As Ms. Chu-Richardson emphasized, this supplementary advisory program helps even just one or two students it will be a success.

by John Kallibham

Frederic Storaska, a nationally acclaimed expert in self-defense, will address that topic here at Trinity by presenting his program to an audience of students and other interested persons. The lecture, sponsored by the Student Government Planning Board (SGPB) and the World Affairs Association, will be held in the Norwich Center at 8 p.m. October 6, 80 minutes after the scheduled lecture. The event is free and open to the public.

Storaska has published a book titled "Watch" hosted by Truman Capote, and an ABC special "Crime America, the Mike Douglas Show, and an NBF special "Assault (NOPRA), Inc. in 1974. He founded the National Organization for Preventing Rape and Assault (NOPRA), Inc. in 1974. He established the National Rap
t and Assault Prevention Center in 1972, and he helped the National Association for the Prevention of Rape and Assault (NORPA), Inc. in 1974. He has been featured in a number of television programs including, AM America, the Mike Douglas Show, on the ABC special "Crime Watch" hosted by Trueman Capote.

Storaska is a black belt in karate and has instructed local, state, and national law enforcement personnel in defensive techniques in country karate. In addition, he was recently commissioned by the Department of Justice to present his program to their employees.

Although the Limited Way Is Business Of Giving Away Money We Just Give It Away. United Way.
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The Coalition held its first open meeting Thursday night in an effort to receive more input from the Trinity population. At present the Coalition is composed of several Trinity students, namely Tom Liscord, Lisa Donahue, Kevin Morse and Peter Stinson. Representing the established student organizations are, ComPIRG, AIESEC and the Trinity Outing Program. This core group hopes to commit many other student organizations to planning and sponsoring events centered around the theme of man's relationship with his environment.

The Coalition feels this project will give student groups a concrete and constructive way to express their specific interests. For example, the International Association of Students in Economics and Business Management (AIESEC) is planning to bring a representative from United Technologies to Trinity to speak on Nuclear energy. Cinestudio will attempt to schedule some films within the next few months which pertain to the Coalition's central theme.

Peter Stinson, '84, believes that costs and organizational difficulties can be kept to a minimum by first looking within the Trinity campus for speakers. By asking faculty members and administrators to speak on their areas of personal expertise, the program will also gain cohesion. The first event of the Earthweek Coalition is scheduled for Sunday, November 1. Kevin Morse, '82 is organizing a joint effort between the Trinity community and area neighborhood associations to clean up the College environment. Anyone interested in helping out with this project should contact Kevin Morse. Also anyone or any campus organizations interested in showing their support of this effort should get in touch with Tom Liscord or any of the other members of the Earthweek Coalition.

SGA Proposes Committee Guidelines

Continued from page 1

The motion passed unanimously by the Academic Affairs Committee, which would be responsible for the "structured integration" of the previously mentioned groups. The motion passed unanimously and appointed to the group were Ruth Watson (chairperson), Tina Tricarichi, Beth Lerman, Léal Fellinger, Jon Goodman, Lou Shipley, Jon Wicks, Tony Smith, Lisa Koenig, Jack Kim, and John Bonelli.

The last topics to be discussed at the meeting were problems with speeding on Vernon Street, in which Lou Shipley was advised to approach Dean Winer and possibly Vice President Smith. Requests by several students that library hours be extended and opened earlier on Sundays were voiced and Mike Zielke agreed to bring this before the Librany Committee. Finally, it was brought up that residents in Cook had been complaining about the amount of noise from WRTC in which students were advised to contact security.

The meeting then adjourned until the next Tuesday at 1 o'clock in Wean Lounge.

FAFCHWACKED

by Elizabeth Davis

"Humankind's Interaction with Earth," the central theme of the Earthweek Coalition, is to be the focal point of many upcoming events at Trinity. Earthweek refers to the Coalition's plan to sponsor a week of environment-related activities in late April.

Every Child is Created Equal...

THE GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT

American Cancer Society
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"Jeremiah had a powerful
influence on my life.
He taught me the finer points
of drinkin' and dancin'."

Sweet Jackie, Dance Hall Girl.

Long after the other
gents were wore out,
that ole railroader
Jeremiah Weed was
still going strong. He
liked dancin' almost
as much as sippin' likker
and sweet-talkin' us
Hurdy Gurdy girls.'

Jeremiah Weed
is more than a legend.
It's a tribute to a 100
proof maverick.
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Strange Bedfellows: The Debate Over "Dirt"

by Ted Hartsoe

I think it's time for me to write about "dirt." Anyone who has ever lived anywhere, has seen dirt. It's everywhere. The RA's and RC's are not the only ones to blame, requiring strict identification, verified by the RAC, when a student claims personal property.

First of all, a large portion of the blame for such criminal acts must rest with the RA's and the RC's, who have been too lax in giving out the keys. How many times has a student asked to be let into storage, only to be handed a key by a RA or RC who replies, "You are sure, and bring it back." Obviously, if anyone can be given a key, the storage rooms are readily accessible to those Trinity students who are responsible.

Clearly, it is imperative that only the RA or RC open and lock up the storage area, and supervise the activity of the students. At all times, of course, it is time-consuming; perhaps a schedule should be drawn up stating specific times during the school year that the storage rooms will be available to deposit and retrieve items. A uniform system of identifying items should also be adopted, requiring strict identification, verified by the RAC, when a student claims personal property.
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"A Letter to Storage Thieves"

by Jennifer Wolfe

Boy, were we in a good mood when we first got back on campus this fall. Then we went to retrieve our carefully packed belongings which were buried in the deepest corner of storage. After crawling over assorted couches and tables, we found them. We were elated to find that our things had been scattered, sorted-through, and stored in a room more suitable to one of our age.

Well, it seems we have dirt on our hands. The question now becomes, has dirt struck again? When you ran out of your favorite albums, suitcases, and cassette decks? Listen, Hartford may not be a place for the art of making a bed. However, there is a place for the art of keeping a room. If you can't afford to buy your own bed, then you must learn to make one. And let's not forget about the hygiene of the bedroom. For instance, it is not good etiquette to go to bed with your clothes on. This is simply unhygienic and unappealing.

Yes. Is it here again this year? That's the ticket. However, it is not the issue at hand, for the majority of dirt cases are not the result of carelessness. The real concern, then is how such thefts have taken place. Furthermore, the Trinity College Handbook emphasizes that "items placed in storage must be tagged by an RC or RA, with the owner's name, class, campus box number, and campus residence." Judging from the large volume of untagged items that are found in storage every summer, students do not realize their responsibility. Of course, there is no excuse for such negligence.
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Reagan, the “Status Quo Man,” and Foreign Policy

by Lincoln R. Collins

President Reagan’s foreign policy— is there one? Ah yes, Communism must be checked wherever it may rear its ugly head. No matter what the complexities of the situation, the uniqueness of the conflict, the Reagan/Haig response is the same: support the existing power structure against the Russian-supported rebels, or any other bad guys, with incredible military power. It doesn’t matter what the origins of the conflict are; it is all clear: we must maintain archaic regimes since they support, and maintain power because of the United States, and oppose the Soviets. What is needed in foreign policy is a new realistic policy which realizes that the U.S. can no longer dominate the world as much as Russians can never dominate it. Let’s support the ideals this country was founded on: democracy, freedom, and the pursuit of happiness for all — not just the economic elite in developing countries.

El Salvador, the administration’s first foreign policy thrust, is in a state of civil war. The upcoming elections will be a joke and entirely ineffective if the leftists are not excluded if the civil war is not ended. The communist threat is definitely overstated. Rhodesia is a good example. South Africa and Rhodesia, understandably, screamed about the Marxist tendencies of Robert Mugabe. When will we realize that Marxist is not necessarily Russian communism? Understandably, the rebels are driven to Russian aid. When opposed by the United States in this polar world, a rebel group must, not necessarily follow that a leftist group will become a Communist puppet. Rather, they may be driven to it by our intransigent policy.

Reagan, predictably, is looking only at the U.S.S.R. vs. the U.S.A. aspect of the situation. The real problem is within the country: the struggle between the poor masses vs. the industrial elite for distribution of wealth. The Status Quo Man opts for the wealth and army over the people — sound familiar? Without a change in policy, El Salvador and the rest of Latin America will be full of strife and civil war indefinitely, and this is when the Russians will have a real opportunity for the gain. The Status Quo Man has more influence than anyone in this hemisphere; let’s use it constructively.

Reagan’s policy toward South Africa and the Namibian question follows this same trend. As soon as Reagan was elected, South Africa reneged on a plan for Namibian independence. Botha felt, correctly, that Reagan would ease up on the communist threat, and thus won’t be allowed to support the people of the world rather than blindly supporting our economic interests it would bolster our position in the world rather than diminish it. With our incredible resources, we are surely more attractive to the third world than the totalitarian, militaristic Russians. If only we would use our resources in constructive ways and look to the future, instead of always looking to the past.

South Africa has illegally ruled the mineral-rich Namibia too long. The communist threat is definitely overstated. Rhodesia is a good example. South Africa and Rhodesia, understandably, screamed about the Marxist tendencies of Robert Mugabe. When will we realize that Marxist is not necessarily Russian communism? Understandably, the rebels are driven to Russian aid. When opposed by the United States in this polar world, a rebel group must, not necessarily follow that a leftist group will become a Communist puppet. Rather, they may be driven to it by our intransigent policy.

In this case it doesn’t seem likely that much will change with black rule. Zimbabwe, like Namibia, is under the thumb of South Africa, even if they are politically independent. All of the vital industry is owned by South Africans. It couldn’t be nationalized because it is managed by South Africans. Vital transportation and electrical services are provided by South Africa. The whites have an economic dictatorship and won’t be easily displaced.

If the United States would get on the just side of the issue, it would help our standing in Africa and the third world in general. In the future, instead of always looking to the past.
Open Period, Life, and "What's On Your Mind?"

by Susan T. Granger

What's on your mind?

"What's on your mind is the K.K.K. Members. I think the Ku Klux Klan members are a bunch of "little-boys" who aren't man enough to show their faces,"

"What's on my mind is how I consider the most annoying noise on this campus, which is the garbage truck's sound. The truck pick up garbage at 8:00 in the morning and the driveway is right under my window, and the sound of the truck penetrates my walls. This terrible sound scared me the first time I heard it that it almost ran out of my window because I thought it was the fire alarm. I really think that something should be done about this noise."

"What's on my mind is how they found so many smart students to go to this school. This school is rough and you can't pass anything except Physics."

"The fact that there are some classmates with only three grades to determine our final semester grade. That's what's on my mind—what I'm going to do during Open Period? I've had my only two mid-terms, it's too far to go to the West Coast, and almost everyone else is leaving. What am I to do?"

"What's on my mind is the fact that most midterm exams were issued before the Open Period, if the exams were administered before Open Period, then what's the purpose of Open Period?"

"I think that Open Period should be used for its original purpose, which is to campaign for the upcoming state political elections. I also think it should be brought to the minds of the students who don't know that campaigning is the original purpose of Open Period."

"What's on my mind is how soon it is to work for our new President. I am excited that we have a new President, new ideas, and new expectations. I find no faults of the old President, but I find it very interesting working with the new President. I have never worked with someone as sensitive to so many people's different needs as this man. Therefore, I am very optimistic about the direction of Trinity College."

"What's on my mind? I look forward to going home, Football, and school... in that order. Also, I am very upset because I skipped two classes because I went to the pub last night, and now I have a terrible hang-over."

"I wish that the Student Government Association (SGA) would actively seek more student sponsors as well as student support for their few but substantial programs, instead of concentrating itself with how to keep tuition below $10,000 a year, which is impossible. SGA should be concerned with student-oriented issues. Thank You."

"Trinity is related to religion as Mom is related to apple pie."

"I hope that the people on this campus are concerned with the problem of nuclear arms control. And that they try to educate themselves on the dangers and possible consequences of Reagan's defense policies. Reagan's policies are based on ignorance, and I hope that people would be more concerned with the fate of the world. It's a great day out."

"What's on my mind is this reporter who is working for the Tripod. She thinks that she is a reporter, but I think that she is a public nuisance because she is always asking me what's on my mind when I don't have anything to say."
Milner Captures Primary

by Nancy Funk

As a result of the new Democratic Mayoral Primary held on October 13, Hartford may become the first city in New England to have a popularly elected black mayor. State Representative Thirman Milner, having captured the Democratic Nomination, is virtually assured of victory in the November election.

The court-ordered primary rerun attracted a much larger percentage of voters than the original primary. Milner won by an enormous margin over his prime contender, incumbent Mayor George A. Athanson.

ILudgin, who won the original primary by a small margin, but a new primary was ordered after voting irregularities were discovered.

The voting tally is as follows:

- Democrat Mayor George A. Athanson, the endorsed candidate, received 9,267 votes.
- Democrat Thirman L. Milner, having captured the Democratic Nomination, is virtually assured of victory in the November election.
- Republican nominee in the election, Deputy Mayor Robert Ludgin, who will be running as an Independent Democrat. Neither of these opponents should be a problem for Milner.

The Republican candidate, Michael T. McGarry, is virtually insignificant because the Republican party in Hartford attract few voters.

Deputy Mayor Ludgin made an extremely poor showing in the primary, and it is considered unlikely that he will be able to gain enough support to effectively challenge Milner in November.

Mayor Athanson declared that he will be supporting neither Milner nor Ludgin in the election because of personal comments that had been made against him. Athanson stated that he will, however, support the entire endorsed Democratic slate running for election to the Hartford City Council.

Republican Candidate Claims Party Revival

by David R. Lindquist

On November 3, Hartford voters will elect a new City Council. On the first line of the ballot will be six Democratic candidates, led by Councilman Rudolph Arnold. On the second will be the Republican candidates, among others.

Mrs. Eunice Strong Groark is very concerned with the tax differential problem. Commercial property owners pay, on the basis of 70% of the value of their property while residential owners pay on only 41%. She feels that by slowly raising the residential level, the tax burden will be placed on a more equitable basis. This will also build up Hartford's tax base towards more revenue for city programs.

Although some city politicians are claiming that the budget cuts passed by the Congress will harm Hartford, Groark noted that this is not the case. She cited the fact that the blue ribbon commission has indicated that the impact of the budget cuts will not be very significant and that the money allotted to Connecticut will be spent with the discretion of the State, allowing for more flexibility of financial control. Mrs. Groark explained that Hartford can scarcely cut six million dollars out of a total budget of half a billion dollars. Hartford residents, she added, could also save the city thousands of dollars by doing volunteer work in such areas as parks and services.

Having done extensive campaigning in Hartford and possessing a considerable record of achievement, Mrs. Groark feels confident that she will be elected to the Hartford City Council in November.
Arts

“Feithful” Steps Beyond

by Elaine Stanslop

"One Step Beyond, An Evening of Music and Dance" was performed on Wednesday, October 14 in the Giffen Theater. Vencie Feit and Scroll guitar jazz musician Mark Herman.

The show opened with Mark Herman performing the first of three Original Compositions. His music is characterized by its soft and mellow nature, followed by a group of women quite similar to those now living as students at the college. This music was slow and flowing along with the music from it.

The first dance number of the show was "Journey," choreographed by Susan Waltner. The music was slow and flowing as Feit tried to reach a chair on the stage.

Another Original Composition was performed by Mark Herman, "The Miracle of the Rose," choreographed by Joseph Holloway, was slow and dramatic. This dance started with Feit holding a rose in one hand and a music note in the other. She dropped the rose and danced with the mask. Then she put the mask on and continued to dance, at times using pontosimone movements, until suspended time holding the mask in mid-air, and then resumed the dance. After she discarded the mask, the dance became lively and jubilant, "The dance ended with Feit picking up the rose.

The contrast between Mark Herman's soft music and Valerie Feit's lively, dramatic dance produced an interesting combination, but it was an enjoyable show for dance enthusiasts.

Tempo

Though commendable, her Italian rendition of "Mi Chiamano Mimì" was not as impressive as Hermen's performance of a Brahms work.

Jean Strauss's song was the keynote performance of the evening. It's "Carmen" lacked fiery passion, and her interpretation of "The Return of Robert L," that lost some innocence to the show, this dance consisted of Feit, dressed as a DC 10, moving around the stage, leaping into the air, and swirling. After a short intermission, her music performed his final Original composition, which was followed by the last dance number, "The Miracle of the Rose," choreographed by Joseph Holloway, was slow and dramatic. This dance started with Feit holding a rose in one hand and a music note in the other. She dropped the rose and danced with the mask. Then she put the mask on and continued to dance, at times using pontosimone movements, until suspended time holding the mask in mid-air, and then resumed the dance. After she discarded the mask, the dance became lively and jubilant, "The dance ended with Feit picking up the rose.

The contrast between Mark Herman's soft music and Valerie Feit's lively, dramatic dance produced an interesting combination, but it was an enjoyable show for dance enthusiasts.

Retire To Stately Chambers

by Jennifer Wolf

Chamber Music PLUS is a concert series held in Hartford's Old State House which features fine chamber music. It begins its second season this fall after completing a very successful premier season as well as a sold-out summer season. The series has, in its artistic directors, cellist Harry Clark and pianist Sandra Schuldmann, two highly-talented members of Trinity's music department. They have organized a program which combines the works of the master composers with the premiers of less-known works and composers, covering a time span of almost four centuries.

The season begins on Friday, October 22nd, at 8 PM, and on Sunday, October 24th, at 3 PM with a mini-festival of works entitled "Simply, Schubert." Well known eras musicians will join the Clark-Schuldmann duo in performing over ten Schubert works.

Fletcher Rowan Siebert of the New York Philharmonic will join CMP in a concert entitled "Bach and Sons" on November 26th, and on January 3rd, a special New Year's celebration concert will be held, featuring the "Clark-Schuldmann Duo" in their only Hartford appearance this season. On the 24th of the same month, Connecticut composer Neely Bruce will present "Connecticut in Words and Music," a program based on the writings of Mark Twain, "Mozartiana," will be devoted to the works of Mozart, followed by the March 24th program "Rock-a-By Brahms," which will cover the three master pieces of Brahms' last year.

The finale of the season will bring back the ever-popular Robert J. Lurtsema in a program entitled "The Return of Robert L.", He will perform a rare piece of chamber music with musical accomplishments.

The audience is cordially invited to enjoy some wine in one and cheese reception following every performance, held in the Great Hall of the Old State House. All concerts take place at 3 PM, unless otherwise noted. Reservations are highly recommended, and there is a limited seating capacity.

Valerie Feit's vigorous performance incorporated a variety of styles in movement and dance.

"Hardheats" In Uneven

by Karen L. Weber

A trio of Hartt singers gave an ambitious but unbalanced performance in a concert Friday evening in the Giffen Theater. Vencie Feit and Scroll guitar jazz musician Mark Herman.

The season, begins on Friday, October 11, with a concert entitled "Bach and Sons," which the audience could have betted to understand. In fact, it was a bit too straightforward in revealing things that these visitors were members of the Callopin Feminist Theatre and were here to perform their original play, "Girls Like Us." According to the program, this drama was drawn from the true life experiences of each of the Callopin members, and was developed through fantasizes and improvisations. A play such as this may have turned out to be incomprehensible, but Callipin's rendition was coherent and easy to understand. In fact, it was a bit too straightforward in revealing things that these visitors were members of the Callopin Feminist Theatre and were here to perform their original play, "Girls Like Us." According to the program, this drama was drawn from the true life experiences of each of the Callopin members, and was developed through fantasizes and improvisations. A play such as this may have turned out to be incomprehensible, but Callipin's rendition was coherent and easy to understand. In fact, it was a bit too straightforward in revealing things that these visitors were members of the Callopin Feminist Theatre and were here to perform their original play, "Girls Like Us." According to the program, this drama was drawn from the true life experiences of each of the Callopin members, and was developed through fantasizes and improvisations. A play such as this may have turned out to be incomprehensible, but Callipin's rendition was coherent and easy to understand. In fact, it was a bit too straightforward in revealing things that these visitors were members of the Callopin Feminist Theatre and were here to perform their original play, "Girls Like Us." According to the program, this drama was drawn from the true life experiences of each of the Callopin members, and was developed through fantasizes and improvisations. A play such as this may have turned out to be incomprehensible, but Callipin's rendition was coherent and easy to understand. In fact, it was a bit too straightforward in revealing things.
The play moves smoothly — "conversation with herself" is at room together in New York City. Most of the time. Rachel's opening times amusing, but at times repetitious. Judith doesn't give Rachel Agnes does not really care that saying. They can't communicate. and listen to what the other is to find their identities, and it seems by Lanford Wilson, is sometimes so (Eva Goldfarb) are both struggling Rachel (Judith Wolff) and Agnes their problems are. They depend on each other for support and advice, but they are too wrapped up in themselves to stop and listen to what the other is saying. They can't communicate. Agnes does not really care that Rachel is convinced that she is "on the verge of insanity," nor does she care that Agnes has a deathly cold and a date with the best's5 emanated son. Rachel appears to be tormented by her decision to turn in her boyfriend, because she stole money from her, and all Agnes can say is "Don't worry about it. Are you going to bed?"
The end of the play leaves the two women right back where they started from, and we don't feel that much has been resolved.

The play moves smoothly — most of the time. Rachel's opening "conversation with herself" is at times amusing, but at times repetitious. Judith doesn't give Rachel enough strength to hold the whole show, on her shoulders for very long. We are frustrated with some one, but we are not sure if it is Rachel or Judith. The dialogue in "Ludlow Fair" gets to be ineffective. There are moments when Agnes and Rachel are just throwing meaningless "Oh my God" and "Jesus Christ!" exclamations back and forth. Eva Goldfarb makes Agnes witty and lovable. She is perfectly amusing when she wants to be, but Eva has developed the character in such a way that we are aware that Agnes is a lonely young woman, who uses her humor as a crutch and as a defense. The two play off each other well. Their obvious jealousy convinces us of the tension that exists between them, yet their affection for each other is genuine as well.

I think the subject of the play was appropriate for our Trinity environment — we've all had roommates and have either loved them or hated them; we've all been confused about ourselves and our identities, and we've all been to Ludlow Fair...

"Heiello, the tale was all a lie; The world, it was the old world yet I was I, my things were wet, And nothing how remained to do But begin the game anew..."

A.E. Houseman, "A Shropshire Lad" (from the program)

"Of Wars and People"

Kwaku Sinsin-Misa has written and staged a gripping and violently emotional work that ranks among the most convincing and effective of the titles of his plays. He and director Karen Webber created a performance that was the moment. It is the story of a Howard Hughes-type man: Henry Haste

knowledge that he would fight again if he could. He felt that "man's finest cause is the liberation of man," but "the cost of freedom is priceless.

"Ludlow Fair"

"Ludlow Fair," a one-act play by Lanford Wilson, is sometimes so convincing and effective. He makes us believe that Henry is really scared and crazy, and we sense how alone he is. Kyle's Henry is hateful and lovable at the same time.

We want him to grow up and shut up, but we also want to help him in

"Seduced"

Seduced literally defined means to persuade toward disobedience or disloyalty, or to entice a person into "indecency." The Jesters' production of Sam Shepard's "Seduced"...
continued from page 16

sound defeat over the White Mules.

On the day Elia was the highlight of the Bantam offense with a total of 107 yards, 67 yards rushing and 40 yards receiving, in addition to his three touchdowns. Shield had another great performance, completing 9 of 15 for 56% and a total of 127 yards. Reading, the Bantam's leading receiver, had five catches on the day for a total of 76 yards. He now has 136 career catches, which means a seventh place rank on the all-time Bantam receiving list. He also has 1,094 career receiving yards, which means a seventh place rank on the all-time Bantam receiving list.

Held has 1,777 career yards, for fifth on the all-time Bantam rushing list. He only needs to reach 2,000 yards to become one of only four rushers in the history of Bantam football to reach that mark.

Recognition must be granted to a fine performance by the Gridder offensive line, especially by starting center, Steve LaFortune. Late sub-

deFord Speaks on Journalism continued from page 13

situation is extremely difficult, particularly for the print reporter who lacks the benefit of the T.V. camera, "a tremendous weapon" which forces people to talk.

Because interviewing resembles "flirting" or "being on a high school date where you are trying to calm people," deFord commented that women can use their sex to their advantage, particularly in sports where the reporter deals with many men. "So far," deFord explained, "women sports writers have been afraid to be women" because they are determined to prove they are simply good reporters. Women have "held their sex in check," he continued, "but once women are no longer a novelty in the profession, then I think you'll see women exert themselves."

deFord concluded his remarks by drawing attention to the difference between sportswriters and other reporters. "Ultimately," deFord said, "I think you'll see women exert themselves."

Coach Don Miller stated, "I'm very pleased with the outcome of the game and the performances of Schaufler, Tucci, Elia, and the second offensive line." He felt that it was a tough game against Colby but that the defense held up in the game. He also felt that the freshman quarterback is coming along very nicely.

Next week the Gridders host a tough 3-1-1 Union squad. At this moment Trinity is ranked third with Middlebury (3-1) in second and WPI (6-1) in first. Come cheer on the Bantams Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Jesse Field.

Trinity's Mike Elia was named to the ECAC weekly Division III All-Star team for his 3 touchdown performance against Colby.
Frank deFord, a senior writer for Sports Illustrated Magazine, kicked off the annual conference of the Philosophic Society for the Study of Sport Thursday night, with a speech on "Jock Journalism: The Sports Reporter in Athle-

Frank deFord addresses philosophical society.  

Frank deFord explored the serious aspects of sport are sometimes neglected. It is precisely the glamorous, fun nature of sport that makes it "such a great soil to till" for the writer, deFord said. "The wonderful thing about sports, as a writer," he continued, "is that you are dealing so with dramas and with heroes." On a more practical level, deFord explained that the job of the sports reporter is made easier by the "open, extratored" nature of the athlete.

While deFord noted in his speech, that the stereotypical sports writer was the "vulgar, sloppy and generally doesn't know what the authority of the game" often knew the games better because that, after all, is all they were supposed to know. This contrasts with the British and interna
tional press, which believes has "a great deal of confidence in its own judgment." According to deFord, the international sports press has become "a very specialized, highly specialized, is more critical in its
coverage. The foreign press 'reviews' a game instead of just 'recapitulating' it, which is held here last week.

A greater change in the role of the sports writer, deFord noted, came as the result of increased television coverage of sports and "we've been freed" by television, deFord explained. Beginning a year or two before sport, this educator is no longer limited to covering play-by-play — some of the more experienced writers do it for themselves on television. In addition to making it possible for the writer to "be behind the scenes," television has helped create the sports writer who is actually a "reporter who just doesn't know how to cover sports." While deFord attributed many of the changes in the sports press to television, he said that women too have had "a tremendous effect" on sports coverage in this country. He added, "While the sports box," he said, "has had some sort of "civilizing effect" and the intro-

editor's note: The following article was written by James B. Moore, Presidental Address given by Hans Lenk at the annual conference of the Philosophic Society for the Study of Sport. The theme of his address was to study the relation-

Lenk links the Physic, Psych, and Philosoph. 

Gold Medalist Reminiscences 

by Martha Townes

Last week's Trinity Community was honored by the presence of a great Olympian hero, Karl Adam, a member of the West German team, who came to Trinity in order to preside as the president of the annual conference of the Philosophic Society for the Study of Sport, Rajump. Lenk is not only an author of over 400 philosophical essays and books, but is an Olympic Games Gold Medal recipient as well. As a respected scholar he has received degrees in philosophy, mathem-
atics, and sociology, in addition to numerous honorary awards for his works. He also distinguished himself as a member of the West German crew of eight who rowed to a Gold Medal at the 1960 Rome Oly-
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The Trinity women's soccer team continued its winning campaign with devastating victories over two more New England teams, thereby increasing their record to an undefeated 7-0. This time the victories came at the expense of the Brown University Junior Varsity, 5-0, and Southhampton, 14-0.

The first shut-out victory came against Brown last Wednesday afternoon here at Trinity. "You can't tell who the starters are," said Coach Karen Erlandson, "even when people who didn't start were on the field, they played good head-up soccer and looked like the starting lineup."

The strong Trinity defense barely allowed Brown to take any shots Wednesday. Laura Couch, Linda Seifer, and Paula Ryan were especially strong contributors to Trinity's fine defense. Goalie Jeanne Monnes had six saves the first half, while in the second half, Brown only shot once on the other Trinity goalie Kate Stifel.

Offensively in the first half Cynthia Hunter scored seven minutes into the game. Trinity controlled the ball, but did not score the rest of the half. With the half-time score at 1-0 in favor of Trinity, the lady booters came back on the field in the second half to start their scoring spree. Less than a minute into the second half, Cynthia Hunter scored again.

Then, 12 minutes later, Hunter capitalized on a pass from Criss Hampton goalie. Freshman Nancy Okwun, who played with a broken arm, has the distinction of being the only player to score twice. All of the five seniors scored, including co-captain Polly Laverty, who is a fullback.

After a half-time score of 8,0, Hampton "tried to make adjustments," Still, Trinity continued the rampage. "We were all over the field," she said, "so that finally, she told her fullbacks not to cross the center line.

At last the clock ran out, and the final score stayed at 14-0. The performance left a good final impression upon the hometown crowd, since it was the last home game of the season. The game was also a positive experience for the players as "those who hadn't scored before now know that they can," Erlandson said. She also believes this new scoring confidence will help the team as a whole in upcoming games.

Tomorrow, Trinity will again face the University of Hartford whom they beat 6-0 earlier this season. Next they will face Erlandson anticipates as the two most difficult games of the season. First they will travel to Keene State, and finally they will end regular-season play with a contest against Mt. Holyoke. "Keene and Mt. Holyoke are really teams we can't tell who the starters are," Erlandson said. "We'll be on the road against both teams and we will really see what we can do."

Third seed Chandlee Johnson in practice for her final matches.
Bantams Cruise at the Charles

by W.N. Gregg

On Sunday October 18, 1981, the historic Charles River was the setting for the Seventeenth Annual Head-of-the-Charles Regatta. The Super Bowl of the fall crew season, this festive gathering of rowers and spectators attracts people from all over the U.S. and Canada to compete or watch. This year the competitors came from about 150 colleges, schools, and private clubs.

The annual regatta this-Sunday took place on a chilly cold and windy afternoon. Despite the ominous weather, the crowds came to cheer on a tough Bantam crew team. The team on the whole was very successful for the day. Head Coach Norm Graf comments, "I'm very pleased to see the Bantam fly, and was very excited to see Trinity defeat the '72 Olympic crew team.

The first event in which Trinity competed was the Men's Varsity Lightweight Eights. They came in sixth out of twenty-seven boats competing with a time of 14:29.1. The Men's J.V. Lightweight Eights came in last out of twenty-one competing boats with a time of 15:49.4. The Varsity Women Lightweight Eights had a fantastic showing, coming in fourth out of thirteen competing boats with a time of 18:23.5. Many of the Trinity crew women were elated about their performance on the day.

In the Youth Fours, the women came in last out of thirteen competing boats with a time of 26:54.6, while the men came in twenty-third out of twenty-six competing boats with a time of 18:57.0.

The Trinity Men's Lightweight Fours, who had already raced, came in twenty-fourth out of twenty-eight competing boats. The final outcome of the day came with an impressive showing by the Men's Championship Eight's squad. The squad came in twenty-fifth out of forty competing boats.

Gridders Thrash Colby, 24-0

by W. N. Gregg

Last year at this time, a confident 3-0 Bantam squad faced a seemingly weak 0-3 Colby only to be stumped by the White Mules 20-17. The case this year was quite a different story. A still confident, yet more cautious, 2-1 Bantam squad travelled to Colby, Maine, to face a persistent 1-2 Colby opponent, only to come out on top with a 34-0 crushing defeat of a solid White Mule squad.

The beautiful fall afternoon saw the Bantam Gridiron facing the Wild Mules on the Gridiron field, and their enthusiastic hometowneering crowd. The first half saw both teams "knocking horns" only to find the first half ending with zero points on both sides.

The first half did find Trinity with three crucial scoring opportunities, yet with little luck in any of them. However, the Bantam defense did hold the Colby squad to an impressive seven yards rushing and thirty yards total in the first half.

As indicated in the first half, Trinity's defense was the major factor in the game. The defense held Colby to a minimal amount of offensive threats, while the high-powered Colby offense led by freshman sensation Joe Shield was held to a rolling late in third quarter. Last week Shield was named rookie of the week due to his fantastic performance in the Williams' game, where he completed 60% of his passes.

The offensive barrage began late in the third quarter with two crucial Shield completions to Reading and Schaufler which placed Trinity on the White Mule 15 yard line at the start of the fourth quarter. The first play of the fourth quarter found the Bantam's offensive attack breaking Colby's goal line with a fifteen yard run by Mike Elia. Chris Caskin was again successful with his conversion attempt.

The next Bantam score was largely contributed to captain Bill Schaufler's versatile athletic talents. Trinity was backed up deep in their own territory with a fourth down and ten yards to go. Schaufler was back to punt, but deceptively faked the punt and ran for 25 yards, to pick up the first down. Shield then completed a pass, but Colby halted the Bantam drive at their own 34 yard line. Trinity settled for a thirty-four-yard field goal by Caskin, to Caskin.

The final score of the day came on a fixed yard run by Mike Elia. Caskin was asked for the fourth conversion of the day. He left the final score at 24-0, for a continued on page 12

Sports

Harriers Wing it Against Cardinals

by Judon L. Farnsworth

It is difficult to see exactly what purpose the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) cross-country meet serves. It is a component, hosted in rotation by the ten member teams, so that running a fast time is less important than placing well. This itself is important only to the individual, since team scores are not officially calculated. So perhaps the meet, held at Wesleyan last Saturday, offers the teams involved an opportunity to see how they match up against the traditional rivals they will face sometime in the next two weeks.

For Trinity, this meant a check on Wesleyan, whom it had last met two weeks ago at Amherst, and on itself, as the Cardinals' off-road course is readily comparable to Trinity's. The conclusions drawn favor the Bantams in this weekend's home meet, although there exist the usual number of worries that bedevil any coach in Division III competition.

There are no questions surrounding the frontrunners of the teams. Cardinal Seb Jungfor finished fifth Saturday to establish himself as one of the best small college runners in New England and an easy favorite in the dual meet. Steve Tall, in turn, is on the verge of becoming Trinity's first sophomore runner ever after finishing 21st in 25:49. "I don't feel like I had a real rhythm until the third mile," said Tall afterwards, having run his fastest two-mile (9:50) on the initial decline of the course. By the second or third runners were 15 seconds behind the blood Bantam and appear to have improved little so far in the season.

Ten seconds behind them, however, were two of Trinity's fastest freshmen ever, Dave Barry and Dave Moughalian. Running side by side the entire distance, the duo placed 36th and 37th in 26:14, loping 19 to 70 seconds off of last week's times. After this sextet come the question marks. Steve Klos had a poor race, nooting afterwards that "Academics come before athletics," yet he had slept little the previous week. If he recovers sufficiently before Saturday, the soft-spoken Tennessean should be close to Tall in the home meet. Bob Rasmussen, unable to attend last Saturday, should be running with the freshmen, giving the Bantams five runners under 26:40. This feat would make them one of Trinity's strongest teams, and perhaps the first to top Wesleyan since 1977.

The Middletownites offer a few questions about themselves, however, not least of which is whether their third man at Amherst will be healthy by Saturday. Their fourth man can badly at the NESCAC meet, their fifth through eighth runners at Amherst did not run, and the two Cardinals who did dropped between 1/4 and 1/2 minutes from their times.

Can Coach Elmer Swanson continue to pull improved runners from his Cardinal golf cart? Will Trinity's force of five outrun them all? And what about Assumption and WPI, what effect will they have on the race? Find out at 12:00 Saturday, when the race begins at the campus and runs all over campus, and don't forget to search for some encouragement.

If the Trinity men's cross-country team is pulling itself together to run competitively in the NESCAC, the women are running into the same problems they suffered last year, too. Against promising young talent, there is an exceptional individual, sophomore Elizabeth Amber, who has surpassed the times and places of last year's star woman, Kathy Schlem, in this team open, however, and once again there is no official coach and no consistent encouragement for Amherst or for the rest of the team. This absence of leadership is not unique to Trinity, as Amber too has a varsity program and a lot of coaching problems. However, at Trinity the problem has reduced a team of nine enthusiastic women to four or five rather disillusioned ones at the moment, with some concern as to whether they will continue through the season.